Watershed Sizes Used as Guidance in Stream Alteration Regulations

The RMP may decide, to use watershed sizes based on more accurate methods and data. The regulated public may request River Management Program (RMP) approval, or

More accurate data. The regulated public may request River Management Program (RMP) approval, or for RMP contact and information about the Stream Alteration GP may be obtained at:

http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/rivers/htm/rv_management.htm

This map represents guidance on watershed sizes using data and methods that have a certain amount of uncertainty. The accuracy of these watershed sizes using the Vermont Hydrography Network, and some revised values by the Vermont Environmental Agency. The regulated public may request River Management Program (RMP) approval, or for RMP contact and information about the Stream Alteration GP may be obtained at:

http://www.anr.state.vt.us/dec/waterq/rivers/htm/rv_management.htm